Oregon City High School

TEXTILES
Sample Notebook: Level 2
Instructed by Jayne Vetter

http://msvetterochs.weebly.com/index.html

National FACS STANDARDS for: Textiles, Fashion & Apparel
16.4.1 Demonstrate professional skills in using a variety of equipment, tools, and supplies for fashion,
apparel, and textile construction, alteration, and repair.
16.4.3 Use appropriate industry products and materials for cleaning, pressing, and finishing textile, apparel,
and fashion products.
16.4.5 Demonstrate basic skills for producing and altering textile products and apparel.

TEXTILE 2: Sample Technique Self-Assessment
All samples will be demonstrated by the teacher or advanced student.
Examples of each sample are available for viewing.
Repeat demonstrations and additional assistance are available during after school open lab.

Name _____________________________ Period ___
SAMPLE
TECHNIQUE
NAME
Review: Cut

Date Due:

1 = does not meet, 2 = nearly meets,
3 = meets, 4 = exceeds

1

2

3

4

Review: Interface

1

2

3

4

Review: Seam

1

2

3

4

Review: Grade

1

2

3

4

Review: Clip

1

2

3

4

Review: Baste

1

2

3

4

Review: Staystitch

1

2

3

4

Review: Finish

1

2

3

4

Understitch

1

2

3

4

Serged Seam

1

2

3

4

Serged
Corner/Curve
Stretch Stitch Hem

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

Cover Stitch Hem

1

2

3

4

Strip Band

1

2

3

4

Thread Shank

1

2

3

4

Buttonhole

1

2

3

4

After reading each target and constructing the sample, circle the number where you feel your current level of proficiency
fits onto the scale.
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Name _________________________________________

Date Due ____________

Period ___

Review

1. Read directions & pattern piece
2. Review rubric
3. Complete sample
4. Highlight concepts you completed in rubric for each technique.
5. Staple sample to front of this paper.

Review RUBRIC

Seam

Mark
Pattern Symbols

Apply
Fusible
Interfacing

Cutting Fabric &
Interfacing

SAMPLE
TECHNIQUE

* depth of knowledge in italic

Does Not Meet
1

Nearly Meets
2

Meets
3

Applied concepts
inaccurately.
Notch/es missing and/or cut
into seam allowance.

Applied concept with some
inaccuracies.
Slight inaccuracies in cutting; crooked,
jagged, etc.
Forgot to mark notches.

Applied concept incorrectly.
Iron fusible interfacing to
right side of fabric

Applied concept with some
inaccuracies.
Partially ironed fusible interfacing to
wrong side of fabric.

Applied concept incorrectly.
Markings show on right side
of fabric.

Applied concept with some
inaccuracies.
Markings inaccurate and/or difficult to
see on the wrong side of the fabric.

Applied concept incorrectly.
Machine tension &
threading incorrect.
Not right sides together.
Seam allowance not 5/8”.
Didn’t Backstitch. Threads
not clipped.

Applied concept with some
inaccuracies. Inappropriate tension
and/or stitch length. Seam allowance
uneven by more than 1/8” in many
locations. Backstitched only one end
of seam. Some threads not clipped

Applied most concepts correctly.
Cutting layout follows grain or fold,
pinned pattern securely to wrinkle free
fabric and within cut edge.
Cut along cutting line.
Cut notches by snipping straight across
form point to point, away from seam
allowance.
Applied most concepts correctly.
Layer fabric wrong side up, interfacing
glue side down and finish with a press
cloth over the interfacing.
Press with and up down motion to
prevent interfacing from sliding off
Applied most concepts correctly.
All markings (circles, dots, darts, pleats, and
any other lines indicated) in a color that
contrasts, but not drastically.
Mark on wrong side of fabric.
Use cross hatches (X’s) to indicate
pattern dots.
Applied most concepts correctly.
Formed with care.
Machine correctly threaded, so stitch
length & tension appropriate.
Pins perpendicular to seamline with tips
just beyond seamline and heads toward
seam edge with right sides together.
Seam allowance 5/8”, stitching is close
to 5/8” from the seam edge the entire
length of the seam.
Backstitch at the beginning and end for
reinforcement.
Threads clipped.

Exceeds
4
Nailed it!
Applied the
concept ☺
with
exemplary
precision.

Nailed it!
Applied the
concept ☺
with
exemplary
precision.
Nailed it!
Applied the
concept ☺
with
exemplary
precision.
Nailed it!
Applied the
concept ☺
with
exemplary
precision.

Grade

Applied concept incorrectly
(trimmed) or didn’t apply.

Overedge Finish
(mock serge)

Baste

Staystitch

Clip

Applied concept incorrectly
(notched) or didn’t apply.

Applied concept incorrectly.
Machine incorrectly
threaded.
Used a double layer of fabric.
Stitched outward curve.
Seam allowance greater than
½”.
Cut pattern out correctly.
Applied concept incorrectly.
Machine incorrectly
threaded.

Applied concept incorrectly.
Machine tension & threading
incorrect.
Zigzag stitch crosses over
seamline and/or misses
trimmed edge.

Press

Applied concept incorrectly.
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Applied concept with some
inaccuracies.
Unevenly cut, cut part of other layer
and/or cut too close to seam
allowance.
Applied concept with some
inaccuracies.
Didn’t clip through both layers of
seam allowance.
Clipped stitching line or didn’t clip
close enough to stitching.
Applied concept with some
inaccuracies.
Inappropriate tension and/or stitch
length.
Used an uneven 1/8” -5/8” seam
allowance on the raw edge of the
inward curve of a single layer of
fabric.
Applied concept with some
inaccuracies.
Inappropriate tension and/or stitch
length.
Incorrect or uneven seam
allowances.
Applied concept with some
inaccuracies.
Inappropriate tension and/or stitch
length.
Zigzag stitch not centered over
trimmed edge.
Didn’t clip threads.

Applied concept with some
inaccuracies.

Applied most concepts correctly.
Accurately cut & stitched.
GRADE (also called Layer) seams
(1/4”).
Applied most concepts correctly.
Slits cut from seam allowance of the
concave or inward curve.

Nailed it!
Applied the
concept ☺
with exemplary
precision.
Nailed it!
Applied the
concept ☺
with exemplary
precision.

Applied most concepts correctly.
Completed construction on the inward
curved raw edge of a single layer of
fabric.
Using a regular stitch length at ½”
(1/8” inside the seam allowance),
stitch with the grain whenever
possible, clip threads.
Applied most concepts correctly.
Baste an even ½” from raw edge of
fabric top over dart & pleats.
.

Nailed it!
Applied the
concept ☺
with exemplary
precision.

Applied most concepts correctly.
Machine correctly threaded, so stitch
length & tension appropriate.
Use the combination straight and
zigzag stitch, #05.
Line up the trimmed edge under the
middle of the presser foot.
The zigzag stitch goes over the
trimmed edge.
Clip threads.
Applied most concepts correctly.
Press seam to one side

Nailed it!
Applied the
concept ☺
with exemplary
precision.

Nailed it!
Applied the
concept ☺
with exemplary
precision.

Nailed it!
Applied the
concept ☺
with exemplary
precision.

Name _________________________________________

Date Due ____________

Period ___

Understitching
UNDERSTITCHING is a line of straight stitching applied along certain seamlines, such as neckline facing seams, to keep facing and seam allowances
lying flat in a particular direction.
This technique uses the straight stitch. The stitching is done from the right side of the facing, close (1/8”) to the seamline and through all fabric
layers of facing and seam allowances. The seam allowances are first graded and clipped or notched, then pressed to the side where the
understitching will be placed.

Directions: 1. View Demonstration & Example 2. Review rubric 3. Complete sample
4. Highlight concepts you completed in rubric 5. Staple sample to front of this paper.

Understitching RUBRIC
Does Not Meet
1
Applied concept
incorrectly.
Machine incorrectly
threaded.
Stitched on outside of
garment rather than
facing.
Didn’t stitch through
seam allowance.
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Nearly Meets
2
Applied concept with some
inaccuracies.
Inappropriate tension
and/or stitch length.
Stitching uneven and/or
not close to inner fold.

* depth of knowledge in italic

Meets
3
Applied concept correctly.
With and average straight stitch length and correct tension,
stitch (1/8”) close to seam on the inner folded edge (facing)
including seam allowance.
Backstitch at beginning and end to secure stitching.
Clip threads.
Press facing to inside.

Exceeds
4
Nailed it! Applied
the concept ☺
with exemplary
precision.

Name _________________________________________

Date Due ____________

Period ___

Serged Seam
A Serged Seam is produced when three or four threads are interlocked around the raw edges of two pieces of material for a strong,
stress-resistant seam. The Serger SEWS (left &/or right needles), TRIMS (blade) & stitches an OVERCAST FINISH (upper &
lower loopers) all at the same time.
Balanced ¾-thread tensions: With
balanced tensions, the upper and lower
looper thread interlock at the edge. The
needle threads look like two rows of
straight stitching on the top side and two
rows of tiny loops on the underside. The 4
thread stitch is a strong, durable stitch to
be used on all knits and tightly woven
fabrics.
Serging with Fabric
1. Lower presser foot
2. Place fabric at toe of presser foot.
3. DO NOT push or pull fabric.
4. Continue Serging past fabric, 5-6 inches to create a chain, cut.
Baby Lock Imagine Machine Settings – 4 Thread Serging
Stitch Selector – “A”
Stitch Length – standard 3
Stitch Width – 6.0(large #’s) Differential feed lever – “N”

Left Needle

Left & Right Needle

Directions: 1. View Demonstration & Example 2. Review rubric 3. Complete sample
4. Highlight concepts you completed in rubric 5. Staple sample to front of this paper.

Serged Seam RUBRIC
SAMPLE
TECHNIQUE

Seam

Serged
Finish

Does Not Meet
1
Applied concept
incorrectly. Machine
tension & threading
incorrect.
Not right sides
together.
Seam allowance not
5/8”.
Didn’t Backstitch.
Threads not clipped.
Applied concept
incorrectly.
Machine incorrectly
threaded.
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* depth of knowledge in italic

Nearly Meets
2

Meets
3

Exceeds
4

Applied concept with
some inaccuracies.
Inappropriate tension
and/or stitch length.
Seam allowance
uneven by more than
1/8” in many locations.
Backstitched only one
end of seam.
Some threads not
clipped
Applied concept with
some inaccuracies.
Inappropriate tension.
Stitching not close to
inner fold.

Applied concept correctly.
Machine correctly threaded, so stitch length & tension
appropriate.
Pins perpendicular to seamline with tips just beyond
seamline and heads toward seam edge with right sides
together. Seam allowance 5/8”, stitching is close to
5/8” from the seam edge the entire length of the seam.
Backstitch at the beginning and end for reinforcement.
Threads clipped.

Nailed it!
Applied the
concept ☺
with
exemplary
precision.

Applied concept correctly.
With Serger correctly threaded and set up remove ½ of
the seam allowance (about ¼”) making sure the left
serger needle does not sew over the seam allowance.
Clip chains and press seam allowance to one side.

Nailed it!
Applied the
concept ☺
with
exemplary
precision.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Dat e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Period _ _ _

Serging Corners & Curves

Directions:
1. View Demonstration & Example
2. Review rubric
3. Complete sample
4. Highlight concepts you completed in rubric
5. Staple sample to front of this paper.

Serged Curves & Corners RUBRIC
SAMPLE
TECHNIQUE

Curve

Outward
Corner

* depth of knowledge in italic

Does Not Meet
1

Nearly Meets
2

Meets
3

Applied concept
incorrectly.
Incorrectly cut.
Incorrect tension
and or threading.
Serged off raw
edge.
Applied concept
incorrectly.
Incorrectly cut.
Incorrect tension
and or threading.
Serged off raw
edge.

Applied concept with
some inaccuracies.
Unevenly cut.
Full width of serging does
not cover raw edge.
Chain not overlapped or
overlapped less than ½”.
Applied concept with
some inaccuracies.
Unevenly cut.
Full width of serging does
not cover raw edge.
Chain not overlapped or
overlapped less than ½”.
Tuck and/or chain loop at
1 or 2 corners.
Applied concept with
some inaccuracies.
Small tuck at inward
corner.

Applied concept correctly.
Accurately cut.
Serger tension & threading correct.
Serge with presser foot down, entire chain covers
raw edge of fabric.
Overlap chain for ½”-1” to secure.
Clip chain.
Applied concept correctly.
Same as curve.
Clear the Stitch Finger when pivoting 5 outside
corners; raise the presser foot, turn hand wheel to
raise the needles to the highest position, pull the
fabric gently from behind the foot, realign the fabric
to the left of the blade and under the needles, lower
the presser foot.

Nailed it!
Applied the
concept ☺
with exemplary
precision.

Applied concept correctly.
Same as curve.
Inward corner at a 90degree right angle.

Nailed it!
Applied the
concept ☺
with exemplary
precision.

Applied concept
incorrectly.
Inward
Incorrectly cut.
Incorrect tension
Corner
and or threading.
Serged off raw
edge.
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Exceeds
4

Nailed it!
Applied the
concept ☺
with exemplary
precision.

Serging an Inside Corner
When sewing on a serger, there are a few tips that really help smooth out the process. In this video, Sue teaches us how to sew
an inside corner on a serger without having the thread pleat or pucker. Use this technique when coming to any corner and you'll
find that your completed project will be smoother and will have a better fit!

ht t p://www. s uperiort hreads . c om/videos /s erging-an-ins ide-c orner/

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Dat e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Period _ _ _

Strip Band
Stretchy strip bands can be cut from the same fabric as the garment or cut from a purchased banding
called “ribbing”. Whichever you choose, the knit should be stretchy but have the ability to recover.
Most typical of the necklines to which stretchy bands can be applied successfully are the crew neck, the
mock turtleneck, and the turtleneck. The width of the band, will be determined by the neckline type.
Examples of suitable finished neck widths are:
1 inch for a crew neck,
2 inches for a mock turtleneck
4 inches for a turtleneck.
If you are cutting the band yourself,
cut it twice the finished width plus two seam
allowances. Then fold it in half lengthwise
producing one finished edge.

.
▹ Sew ¼” seam right sides together to form a closed circle. Fold seam allowance open
and then fold band in half lengthwise, matching seams, wrong sides together and edges
even.
To ensure equal distribution of band over garment edge, divide
the garment’s cuff (neckband, waistband) into four equal parts,
mark with pins. "

To ensure equal distribution of band over garment edge, divide the garment’s raw edge
(neckline, cuff, waistband) into four equal parts, mark with pins.
▹ Stretch band to fit right side of garment; matching pins, pin band in place. Take care
to keep raw edges of band and garment even.
Stitch band to garment. Stretch band as you sew from pin to pin. Backstitch.
# Serge seam allowance. Clip threads.

Directions: 1. View Demonstration & Example 2. Review rubric 3. Complete sample
4. Highlight concepts you completed in rubric 5. Staple sample to front of this paper.

Strip Band RUBRIC

Strip Band
(cuff)
Seam

Attaching the
Strip Band
(cuff to
sleeve)

Serge

* depth of knowledge in italic

Does Not Meet
1

Nearly Meets
2

Meets
3

Applied concept
incorrectly.
Machine tension &
threading
incorrect.
Not right sides
together.
Didn’t Backstitch.

Applied concept with
some inaccuracies.
Inappropriate tension
and/or stitch length.
Seam allowance uneven
by more than 1/8” in
many locations.
Backstitched only one end
of seam.
Some threads not clipped

Applied concept
incorrectly.
Machine
incorrectly
threaded.

Applied concept with
some inaccuracies.
Inappropriate tension
and/or stitch length.
Stitching not close to
inner fold.

Applied concept
incorrectly.
Presser foot up.
Incorrect tension
and or threading.
Serged off raw
edge.

Applied concept with
some inaccuracies.
Unevenly trimmed.
Full width of serging does
not cover raw edge.
Chain not overlapped or
overlapped less than ½”.

Applied concept correctly.
Machine correctly threaded, so stitch length &
tension appropriate.
Pins perpendicular to seamline with tips just
beyond seamline and heads toward seam edge with
right sides together. Seam allowance 1/4”, stitching
is close to 1/4” from the seam edge the entire
length of the seam.
Backstitch at the beginning and end for
reinforcement.
Threads clipped.
Applied concept correctly. Sew a standard 5/8” seam
allowance, fabric right sides together, ends
backstitched. With Serger correctly threaded and
set up remove ½ of the seam allowance (about ¼”)
making sure the left serger needle does not sew
over the seam allowance. Clip chains and press
seam allowance to one side.
Applied concept correctly.
Serger tension & threading correct.
Serge with presser foot down, entire chain covers
raw edge of fabric.
Overlap chain for ½”-1” to secure.
Clip chain.
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Exceeds
4
Nailed it!
Applied the
concept ☺
with exemplary
precision.

Nailed it!
Applied the
concept ☺
with exemplary
precision.

Nailed it!
Applied the
concept ☺
with exemplary
precision.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Dat e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Period _ _ _

Hemming Knit Fabrics
Hemming knit fabrics can be a frustrating experience even for advanced sewers. Hems
must be sewn with enough stretch for the wearer to put the garment on and take it off, and
tightly enough to not ripple when worn. In addition, sewing with knit fabrics is a different
experience from sewing woven fabric, because two- and four-way stretch must be taken into
account. While there are numerous techniques for hemming knit fabrics, this article explores
the basic top-stitched hem, which is simple enough for most sewers to complete successfully.
Sewing with a Double (Twin) Needle https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m03QoutPNDU

Begin and End a Coverhem on your Serger http://www.superiorthreads.com/videos/begin-and-end-a-cover-hem/

1 Lockstitch
2 Overlock welt
3 Overlock
4 Four thread overlock
5 Coverseam

Directions: 1. View Demonstration & Example 2. Review rubric 3. Complete sample
4. Highlight concepts you completed in rubric 5. Staple sample to front of this paper.

Hemming Knit Fabrics RUBRIC

Serged
Finish

Cover
Stitch
Hem
Stretch
Stitch
Hem
Press

* depth of knowledge in italic

Does Not Meet

Nearly Meet

Meets

Exceeds

1

2

3

4

Applied concept
incorrectly.
Machine incorrectly
threaded.

Applied concept with some
inaccuracies.
Inappropriate tension. Stitching
not close to inner fold.

Nailed it!
Applied the
concept ☺
with exemplary
precision.

Applied concept
incorrectly. Machine
incorrectly threaded.

Applied concept with some
inaccuracies. Inappropriate
tension and/or stitch length.
Stitching uneven.

Applied concept correctly.
With Serger correctly threaded and set up remove ½
of the seam allowance (about ¼”) making sure the
left serger needle does not sew over the seam
allowance.
Clip chains and press seam allowance to one side.
Applied concept correctly. Fold an even width to the
wrong side of fabric. Pin or tape. Cover stitch on
right side of hem with double or triple needles.
Stitch neatly and evenly over serged edge.

Applied concept
incorrectly. Machine
incorrectly threaded.

Applied concept with some
inaccuracies. Inappropriate
tension and/or stitch length.
Stitching uneven.

Applied concept correctly. Fold an even width to the
wrong side of fabric. Pin or tape. Topstitch serged
hem. Use a stretch stitch on the sewing machine to
neatly and evenly stitch over serged edge.

Nailed it!
Applied the
concept ☺
with exemplary
precision.

Applied concept
incorrectly.

Applied concept with some
inaccuracies.

Remove tape. Press on wrong side of hem with
appropriate iron setting. Use a press cloth to
prevent damage to fabric & iron.

Nailed it!
Applied the
concept ☺
with exemplary
precision.

Nailed it!
Applied the
concept ☺
with exemplary
precision.
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Begin and End a Coverhem on your Serger
If you are creating any type of clothing, chances are you will need to do some sort of circular sewing on your
serger. The arm holes, collar, shirtsleeves, and pant-leg openings are all round and therefore need a good stitch to
keep the hem in place. It can become daunting when you try to match up the end stitch with the beginning stitch.
By using a clear presser foot and pulling the threads out before meeting the starting stitch, you'll be able to
complete the coverhem perfectly.

ht t p://www. s uperiort hreads . c om/videos /begin-and-end-a-c over-hem/
1. Stop 2” before where you started. Clip starting threads. 2. Sew lining up stitching and overlapping ½”. 3. Lift up
presser foot & needles. Put wrench on top of fabric, under presser foot, behind needle. Draw needle threads to the front,
about 4”, clip threads. Rotate fabric to release from feed dogs and pull fabric out. As you do so the bobbin thread will
pull the needle threads to the back side. Tie the three threads into a knot.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Dat e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Period _ _ _

Thread Shank
SHANK BUTTONS are those that have a little “neck,” or shank, with a hole in it, on the lower side. The shank allows the button
to rest on top of the buttonhole instead of crowding to the inside and distorting the buttonhole. The shank button is especially
recommended for closures in heavy and bulky fabrics.

SEW-THOUGH BUTTONS (flat) have either two or four holes through which the button is sewed to the garment. When sewed
flat, this button can be used as a closure only for very thin, lightweight fabrics, or as a decorative button. Raised ridge on right
side of button helps to protect threads from wearing & breaking. Recess between holes also protects threads from wearing &
breaking.

4-HOLE SEW-THOUGH BUTTONS have 3 options for sewing.

Directions: 1. View Demonstration & Example 2. Review rubric 3. Complete sample
4. Highlight concepts you completed in rubric 5. Staple sample to front of this paper.

See Through button w/Thread shank RUBRIC
SAMPLE
TECHNIQUE

4-hole SewThough Button

Does Not
Meet
1
Applied
concept
incorrectly.

* depth of knowledge in italic

Nearly Meets

Meets

Exceeds

2

3

4

Applied concept with some
inaccuracies.
Button upside down.
Button sewn to wrong side of
fabric or unreinforced fabric.
Used a single thread.
Stitch pattern incorrect.

Applied concept correctly.
Place 4-hole see through button right side up
on right side of reinforced fabric.
Using a double thread sew in place with
spaghetti across top of button.
Make about 6 stitches in chosen pattern.

Nailed it!
Applied the
concept ☺
with exemplary
precision.

Shank

Applied
concept
incorrectly.
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Applied concept with some
inaccuracies.
Thread pulled tight when
spaghetti was removed.
Did not knot securely.

Applied concept correctly.
Remove spaghetti, lift button away from
fabric so stitches are taut, and wind thread
firmly around stitches about 5, to make
shank.
Knot properly and neatly at back of fabric.

Nailed it!
Applied the
concept ☺
with exemplary
precision.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Dat e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Period _ _ _

Buttonhole

Directions: 1. View Demonstration & Example 2. Review rubric 3. Complete sample
4. Highlight concepts you completed in rubric 5. Staple sample to front of this paper.

Buttonhole RUBRIC
SAMPLE
TECHNIQUE

Buttonhole

Does Not Meet
1
Applied concept incorrectly.
Machine incorrectly
threaded.
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* depth of knowledge in italic

Nearly Meets
2
Applied concept with
some inaccuracies.
Inappropriate tension
and/or stitch length.

Meets
3

Exceeds
4

Applied concept correctly.
Refer to sewing machine manual
instructions (on other side).
Sew buttonhole onto right side of
reinforced fabric.
Cut buttonhole open carefully with a
seam ripper until opening snuggly fits
button.

Nailed it! Applied
the concept ☺
with exemplary
precision.

Bead
width

TEACH YOU RSELF TO SEW

Bar tack

Stitch
length

Buttonhole selection guide

There are important differences among the buttonhole options available in most sewing
machines’ stitch inventory. Some buttonholes are best matched with certain fabrics, or
ideal for particular garment types. Here are standard buttonhole variations, along with
typical applications for each.

Bead

Standard buttonhole:

Narrow buttonhole:

Stretch buttonhole:

Round-end buttonhole:

Keyhole buttonhole:

Straight-stitch buttonhole:

Hand-sewn-look
buttonhole:

Corded buttonhole:

A rectangular buttonhole with
satin-stitch beads. It is used
on light- to medium-weight
fabrics in blouses, shirts, and
trousers.

A rectangular buttonhole, sewn
with a zigzag-stitch bead. The
zigzag stitch accommodates
stretch in fabrics such as knits
and wovens with spandex.

Another buttonhole varation
with one rounded end; the
rounded end has a diameter
larger than the width of the
parallel beads. This version is
used on heavyweight, nonstretch fabrics in coats, jackets,
trousers, and menswear.

This variation is made by
machine in a round-end
buttonhole shape, but sewn
with stitches that resemble
hand-sewn ladder stitches. It
is used on light to mediumweight woven fabrics in blouses,
dresses, and leisure wear.
w w w. t h r e a d s m a g a z i n e . c o m

A rectangular buttonhole
sewn with a narrower satinstitch bead, and possibly
lighter-weight thread, than
the standard buttonhole. This
type is used on lightweight and
sheer fabrics in blouses, dresses,
children’s clothing, and lingerie.

A standard buttonhole with
one rounded end. Used on
medium- to heavyweight
fabrics in jackets, coats, and
rainwear. The rounded end fits
around a button shank.

The straight stitching can
be used to reinforce standard
buttonholes, as a guide for
hand-stitched buttonholes,
or to outline a bound
buttonhole opening.

In this standard-buttonhole
variation, the beads are
stitched over cord. The cord
reinforces the buttonhole and
raises its profile so it doesn’t
get buried in thick fabrics or
fabrics with a pile.

Bead

Bar tack

